This paper proposes a probabilistic prediction based approach for providing Quality of Service (QoS) to delay sensitive traffic for Internet of Things (IoT). A joint packet scheduling and dynamic bandwidth allocation scheme is proposed to provide service differentiation and preferential treatment to delay sensitive traffic. The scheduler focuses on reducing the waiting time of high priority delay sensitive services in the queue and simultaneously keeping the waiting time of other services within tolerable limits. The scheme uses the difference in probability of average queue length of high priority packets at previous cycle and current cycle to determine the probability of average weight required in the current cycle. This offers optimized bandwidth allocation to all the services by avoiding distribution of excess resources for high priority services and yet guaranteeing the services for it. The performance of the algorithm is investigated using MPEG-4 traffic traces under different system loading. The results show the improved performance with respect to waiting time for scheduling high priority packets and simultaneously keeping tolerable limits for waiting time and packet loss for other services.
Introduction
Internet of Things (IoT) is the next evolution of the Internet where devices of different types and capabilities are connected through Internet protocol (IP) and web services to make intelligent decision and to exchange information without much relying on the human association 1 . Various intelligent devices in smart home 2 and industry are usually connected with personal mobile devices through GSM, GPRS or 3G networks 3 . This resulted in exponential increase in the volume of Internet data and thus created a challenge for buffer management. At the same time the need for a scheduling scheme to ensure instant communication without queuing delays and packet losses especially for the sensitive data. The smart devices like wireless cameras used in closed camera television (CCTV) and home network with limited buffer capacity needs effective buffer management, packet scheduling and service differentiation to provide preferential treatment to delay sensitive traffic. Also, offering sufficient transmission opportunity within tolerable delay for the multi user video transmission applications is challenging.
For example, an intelligent CCTV camera takes a picture of an intruder and instantly sends a priority message together with the photograph of the intruder to the owner's mobile device. In this perspective, it is of vital importance to develop service models that guarantees QoS for delay sensitive applications in IoT 1 . Current approaches provide unsatisfactory solutions for delay sensitive applications because it is observed that more video contents are captured than human can possibly handle 4 . It becomes more critical if the resources available are not sufficient. Furthermore, most of the existing slot allocation policies of scheduling such as round-robin or rateadaptive round-robin are stationary because the allocation of the current slot does not depend on the allocation of previous slots 5 . In this paper, we propose a model to consider IoT applications which are more sensitive to delay. Here, we propose a novel approach based on round robin policies and additionally, a unique characteristic of allocation of number of serviced packets in current slot is made dependent on the allocation of number of serviced packets in previous slot. This characteristic is implemented by calculating difference in probability of average queue length of high priority packets in consecutive cycles and allocating bandwidth to each service class based on this difference. The proposed model analyses finite capacity queues with service differentiation 6 and provides a solution to evaluate the performance of traffic generated by smart devices under varying traffic conditions so as to ensure preferential treatment of high priority delay sensitive traffic. The algorithm is tested for different buffer sizes to understand the effect on currently small buffer in smart devices in IoT and prospective bigger sizes in the future. Also, for variable buffer size, it becomes important to record the increased queue length to approximate the required resources in the next round (cycle).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. System model and assumptions are described in Section 2. In Section 3, the prediction model is formulated and solved to attain the desired performance. Results are presented in section 4, while section 5 states the conclusion and future work.
Probabilistic Model and Its Assumptions
In the proposed model it is assumed that the arriving traffic is classified into highest priority (emergency traffic), medium priority (constant rate traffic) and low priority (normal traffic) traffic and is stored in different queues. In this policy a unique characteristic of calculation of current departure packets from each priority queue is proposed. Increase/decrease in average queue length of high priority queue is predicted in consecutive cycles and based on this, the required bandwidth for each service class is calculated. In other words, it determines a weighting coefficient 7 for each queue to calculate the average number of packet departures from the queue before moving to the next queue. The weighted round robin scheduler serves all the queues in one cycle. Scheduling is performed at the beginning of each cycle.
Let the highest priority queue has a buffer queue size of B1 and other service classes have a buffer queue size of B2. We assume that packet arrivals occur independently for each service class and follow a Poisson process with a mean arrival rate of packets per cycle as shown in Fig.1 , where P(n) represents the probability of n packet arrivals in a cycle and n max denotes the maximum number of packet arrivals. Let are respectively the number of packets arrived, packet stored in the queue and packet lost from high priority queue. Similarly, are respectively the number of packets arrived, packet stored in the queue and packet lost from medium priority queue and are respectively the number of packets arrived, packet stored in the queue and packet lost from low priority queue. We consider a probabilistic Markov Chain Based Model to describe the system.
The following points illustrate the design approach:
• Starting with cycle C 0 at time slot t 0 , the scheduler assumes the probability of instantaneous queue length q 0 1 (probability of number of packets stored in the queue), probability of average queue length Q 0 1 and probability of weights assigned to highest priority queue W 0 1 as 0, 0 and 0.3 respectively. Similarly probability of instantaneous queue length (q 0 2 ,q 0 3 ) and probability of weights (W 0 2 ,W 0 3 ), assigned to medium and low priority queues are 0, 0.3 and 0, 0.4 respectively.
• At cycle C 1 and time slot t 1 , the actual traffic randomly arrives in the respective queue. The scheduler measures the probability of instantaneous queue length, probability of average queue length (calculated by equation (1)) and calculates the weights (to allocate bandwidth dynamically) assigned to highest priority queue.
• During the whole process of dynamic bandwidth allocation, the weights will be dynamically updated based on the prediction of difference in the average queue length (increase or decrease from previous cycle) and addition of the previous cycle's weight to this.
• Based on this weight prediction of high priority queue, the weights or bandwidth allocated to medium and low priority traffic is calculated for the same cycle.
• When the probability of average queue length of the highest priority queue is decreased at current cycle than the previous cycle, the bandwidth allocation value of current cycle will be decreased.
• When the probability of average queue length of highest priority queue is increased at current cycle than the previous cycle, then its bandwidth will be increased based on thresholds used and the amount of increase in the average queue length.
• In comparison with previous time slot, the maximum amount of increased weight at current time slot will not be more than M c (where M c = upper -previous weight).
• The unconsumed bandwidth from high priority traffic is allocated to medium traffic and if there remains unutilized bandwidth with medium traffic, it will be allocated to the low priority traffic.
From this model, it is easy to understand that the weight allocated at each cycle is a random variable. Also, the weight assigned to the current cycle is only dependent on the weight assigned at the previous time slot. If probability of average queue length of the highest priority packet at current cycle is larger than the previous, then the amount of bandwidth allocated will probably be the larger. Therefore, considering changes of average queue length of the highest priority queue, the weight of each queue can be considered as a Markov chain.
The Probabilistic Prediction Based Joint Packet Scheduling and Bandwidth Allocation Model
The probabilistic prediction based joint packet scheduling and dynamic bandwidth allocation mechanism refers to the one that differentiates the services:
• based on priority,
• measures the probability of traffic increased at current time slot from the previous time slot,
• predicts the number of packets to be scheduled at current time slot, and • amount of bandwidth to be allocated to each service. Since the analytical procedure of each intermediate node is the same, we randomly select a node to analyze the algorithm. The structure of the node and scheduling mechanism is shown in Fig. 1 . Now the Markov chain formulation can be described to calculate the average number of packet departures over the cycle c for nth service class within time slots s. The system has a state space as follows:
; where n denotes the service class to be selected during cycle c (n=1 denotes highest priority class, n=2 denotes medium priority class and n=3 denotes low priority class to be selected in one cycle (round). A cycle is a duration of time which consists of s time slots of variable length according to the packet size (variable packet size is considered) and number of departed packets. It also allows all the queues to service some packets in a cycle. q c n denotes the current queue length of nth service class during cycle c .W c n denotes the weights assigned to nth service class in cycle c and all the values should be non negative integers.
The where a c n denotes the number of packets t packets departing from nth queue during cy where is the number of packets to be sc during cycle c (explained later).
The corresponding queue has to be selec Based on (2), (3) and (4), we have is obtained as:
vector (2) ents the number of be given as: (3) cheme for queue n (4) ditional probability (5) Some of the packets will be dropped from each service class if the corresponding buffer is full.
The conditional probability, is calculated from (6) and conditional probability is calculated from (7): (6) (7) where is the change in average queue length, , ,
. Here Max Th = 0.3667 and Min Th = 0.083 are maximum and minimum threshold values of probability of average queue length of high priority queue. These values are chosen as an indicator to assign the appropriate weights. W 1 1 is initial weight of 0.3 in first cycle and U is maximum weight of 0.7 for high priority queue. The probability distribution
The total packets serviced in one cycle can be calculated as:
. Total high priority packets departed in N cycles are: . Total medium priority packets serviced in N cycles can be calculated as:
And the total low priority packets serviced in N cycles can be calculated as:
, where c=1,2…..N.
Simulation Results and Analysis
We have investigated many performance measures of the proposed algorithm using actual MPEG-4 traffic traces (highest priority queue) under different system loading. Also, the traffic distribution for other medium and lower service class is considered as Poisson. Packets of variable sizes are considered where the size varies from 272 bytes to 356456 bytes for video packets. Size of medium class packets varies from 200 bytes to 500 bytes and for low priority traffic packet sizes are varying from minimum 100 bytes to 2500 bytes packets. The various performance measures considered to evaluate the performance of this packet scheduling scheme are packet lost ratio for different service queues by considering different buffer sizes, waiting time for packets of different services again by considering different buffer sizes and throughput for different service classes.
Waiting time in buffer at each node increases the risk of end to end delay. So waiting time for high priority service in the intermediate nodes should be less to achieve small end to end delay and to resolve the problem of jitter. Also, packet loss for high priority queue should be negligible. For the medium and low priority queue, the losses should be the minimum.
In a WRR scheduler, Average waiting time (A n ) of packets in nth queue is obtained as 8 : (8) where is the bandwidth utilized by nth queue to schedule packets, is the average size of the packet to be scheduled; is bandwidth of the channel, is arrival rate of packets in nth queue, is service rate of packets from nth queue. Average packet dropped ratio represents that an arriving packet is dropped at the queue because the queue status is full. Average packet dropped ratio for high priority, medium and low priority queue is given by:
The average user throughput represents sum of average number of packets of a particular service type that are successfully transmitted in each cycle. Average user throughput is given by Eq 10.
(10) Fig.2(a) shows the packet lost ratio per cycle for high priority, medium priority and low priority queue when maximum buffer sizes for the different service classes are 10,100,100 respectively. Source is continuously generating packets of size 272 bytes to 356456 bytes at a data rate varying from 43.5kbps to 2.8Mbps for high priority queue. It is clear that there is no packet loss for high priority class using proposed scheduler scheme. Another source is continuously generating packets of the size 200 bytes to 500 bytes at a data rate varying from 352kbps to 504kbps for medium priority queue. In this case the average 0.005% packets of medium priority is lost. The third source is generating packets of size varying from 100 bytes to 2500 bytes at a data rate of 16kbps to 400kbps. In this case, an average of 0.11% of packets is lost. Fig.2(b), 3(a) and 3(b) show the packet lost ratio of high priority queue, medium priority queue and low priority queue respectively with different buffer sizes. We tested the algorithm for many values and plotted only few because of lack of space and we observed with different readings that for any buffer size > 2, there is no packet loss for high priority queue. For medium priority class, the packet loss ratio is negligible for buffer size 100 and it increases by 10% for reduction of buffer size by half and 25% for reduction of buffer size by 1/4 th .Also, for low priority traffic with buffer size >=100, the packet lost is almost 10% but it increases when we take the buffer size <100 and become worse if we reduce it to <60. In Fig. 3(b) we can see that in between 10 to 30 simulation cycles the packet lost from low priority is increased to 90% and then comes down to 60%. This much packet lost has happened due to three conditions: (i) The packet size of high priority packets during this cycle is very high and between range 200000 bytes to 346546 bytes and more bandwidth of the link is allocated to high priority queue and rest to medium priority queue; (ii) the buffer size is <=50 so packets will not be stored but lost; (iii) Data rate is high i.e. approximately 20 packets arrives in queue in each cycle. So if buffer size for low priority queue is taken more than 100 then the waiting time for low priority packets will increase which is definitely not an issue as these packets are not delay sensitive but packet lost will be less (which is desired). Waiting time required for packets to be scheduled from high priority, medium priority and low priority queues is shown in Fig.4(a),4(b) , and 4(c). It is observed that waiting time for high priority packets with buffer size 10, 6 and 4 is the same. Similarly it is almost similar for medium priority packets also even with varying buffer sizes to 100,50,20. The average waiting time for packets of low priority for different buffer sizes is more when buffer size is >=100 as the packets will be waiting for more time in queue for low priority packets. Waiting time also depends on the variable size of the packets. If packet size is more waiting time in the queue will increase because in that particular cycle it will be scheduled only if its required bandwidth is >= allocated bandwidth otherwise it may take 2 or more than 2 scheduling cycles. So the buffer size has more impact on lost packets and with the proposed scheduling scheme if buffer size for low priority queue is kept high (>100) packet loss will be reduced but waiting time of packets in the queue will be increased. Buffer size for high priority queues can be kept less because scheduler dynamically allocates more bandwidth to high priority to guarantee them better QoS and hence waiting time is less for those packets. Fig. 4(d) shows that waiting time required for high priority queue is less than medium priority which is further less than low priority queue. This is generally very important to meet guaranteed QoS in terms of end to end delay for delay sensitive applications. It also shows some peaks in red (high priority) i.e. the waiting time is increased for high priority packets. These peaks only comes when continuous packets of big size arrives in high priority queue and it may take 2 or more cycles to schedule that packet. So the results show the advantage of the proposed scheduler with respect to waiting time in the router for scheduling high priority packets and simultaneously keeping tolerable limits for waiting time of other services. Even, throughput is high and packet lost is low for high priority and medium priority packets. Fig.5 describes the throughput for different services. Throughput is high for all services with more buffer size (10, 100,100) as shown with red bars for high, medium and low respectively. The throughput of medium and low priority is decreased more by reducing buffer sizes to (4, 20, 20) . This is because if data rate is high i.e. more number of packets are arriving in the same cycle for all three services, the scheduler gives priority to high service class, medium service class and low priority class in order. Because of this prioritization there is no loss for high priority packets. Simultaneously medium and low priority packets need to wait for small time to get service so if buffer size is less for them some packets will be lost due to buffer overflow.
Conclusion and Future Scope
The proposed packet scheduling scheme performs better in terms of throughput, less scheduling time for packets of high and medium priority of services. Also, for IoT applications where large amount of data is sent and where smaller buffer sizes are available such as with sensors and other devices; normally it is challenging to provide better QoS. In such a scenario this scheduler can be used. Scheduler is tested for different buffer sizes with same data rate and no degradation in QoS is found for the high priority service. However, a very small effect on medium priority packets is recorded by reducing buffer size to 1/4th. But the performance of low priority services is degraded by lowering the buffer size. So, if buffer size for low priority services is considered more, this scheduler provides guaranteed services for high priority, medium priority and better performance for low priority services in case of high buffer size. It is also tested for different data rates and variable packet sizes and the results are found satisfactory, according to the service type required in terms of packet lost, throughput and waiting time.
We are in the process of optimizing the performance of the scheduler. It is expected that optimal performance may reach for most of the classes and average buffer size.
